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The main subject of this paper is to characterize finite circular Ferrero pairs, the
tool for constructing finite circular planar nearrings. A general characterization of
finite circular Ferrero pairs is given. In particular, a generalized version of
Modisett's characterization see J. R. Clay ``Nearrings: Geneses and Applications,''
.pp. 68]75, Oxford Univ. Press, Oxford, 1992 is presented for finite circular
 .Ferrero pairs N, F with cyclic F. We show that the fixed point free group of
 .automorphisms F of a finite circular Ferrero pair N, F is metacyclic. Finally, two
questions on the existence of nonabelian circular planar nearrings are answered by
a general construction method and some basic examples. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Planar nearrings were defined by J. R. Clay in 1967 in hope of extending
w xthe construction of Veblen and MacLagan-Wedderburn 15 using
nearfields of a plane with unusual properties. It turned out that this class
of nearrings has a close connection with incidence geometry, combina-
 w x w x.torics, and experimental designs see G. Ferrero 6 and I. H. Chen 2 .
Following the example of circles in the Euclidean plane, Clay singled out a
subclass of planar nearrings in 1988, which has a ``circular'' property. This
subclass of planar nearrings has been proved to have nice applications in
 w xcoding theory and cryptography see M. Modisett 12 , P. Fuchs, G. Hofer,
w x w x.and G. Pilz 7 , and J. R. Clay and H. Kiechle 5 .
We review here some basic definitions and ideas of planar nearrings and
their connection with Ferrero pairs. First of all, we call an algebraic
 .  .  .  .structure N, q, ? a left nearring if it has the properties that 1 N, q
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 .  .  .  .is a group, 2 N, ? is a semigroup, and 3 x y q z s xy q xz for all
x, y, z g N. For any given nearring N, define a binary relation s on Nm
via a s b if and only if ax s bx for all x g N. One can readily check thatm
s is an equivalence relation. Following J. R. Clay, a nearring N is calledm
planar if Nrs has at least three equivalence classes, and for allm
a, b, c g N with a / b there exists a unique x g N such that ax s bx q cm
 w x.see 4 .
 .To any given planar nearring N, q, ? there corresponds a uniquely
 .determined Ferrero pair, i.e., an ordered pair N, F , where F is a
 .subgroup of Aut N, q such that if f g F is not the identity mapping
id , then yf q id is bijective. Thus, F is a fixed point free automor-N N
 .phism group of N, q , and so when N is finite, the semidirect product
N = F is a Frobenius group with kernel N and complement F. Finally,u
we note that numerous planar nearrings may be constructed from any
 .  w x .given Ferrero pair N, F see 4 for more details . Handy examples of
Ferrero pairs can be constructed from fields: Take any field F with
< < U  4 < <F G 3 and any subgroup F of F s F _ 0 with F G 2; identify an
 .  .element a g F with the automorphism w : F ª F of F, q via w x s axa a
 .for all x g F. Then F, F is a Ferrero pair. Such a Ferrero pair and the
 wdefined planar nearrings from it are referred to as field generated. See 4,
x .Sects. 4.1]4.2 for details.
 .We remark here that for a given field F, q, ? , there are Ferrero pairs
 .F, F where F is not isomorphic to any subgroup of the multiplication
 .group of F. That is, F, F is not field generated. In the sequel, for given
 .groups N and G, we say that N, G is a Ferrero pair if G is isomorphic to
 .  .a subgroup G of Aut N and N, G is a Ferrero pair. In general, we shall
make no distinction between G and G unless there is a demand to do so.
Let N be a finite planar nearring with corresponding Ferrero pair
 . U  < 4N, F , and set N s N _ x g N x / 0 . One learns, for example, fromm
w  .x  4 U  <4, 5.5 that for any nonzero element a g N _ 0 , the set N a s na n g
U4  .   . < 4 U  UN is exactly the F-orbit F a s f a f g F ; and if B s N a q
< 4 U  < U4   .b a, b g N, a / 0 , where each N a q b s na q b n g N s f a q
< 4  U .b f g F , then the incident structure N, B , g is a balanced incomplete
block design. That is to say that there are positive integers k, r, and l so
 . U  .that i each block B g B contains exactly k elements, ii any given
U  .element x g N belongs to exactly r blocks from B , and iii any given
pair y, z g X of distinct elements belongs to exactly l subsets from BU.
The term ``balanced incomplete block design'' is usually abbreviated as
``BIBD.''
Next, a finite planar nearring N and the corresponding Ferrero pair
 .  U . .N, F and BIBD N, B , g as well is called circular if any three
distinct points x, y, z g N belong to at most one block B g BU. In this
case, a block NUa q b is referred to as a circle with center b and radius a.
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The class of circular planar nearrings is a proper subclass of the class of all
planar nearrings. The circular property provides some additional important
and useful properties to the geometrical objects, combinatorial objects for
.example, BIBDs , codes, and cryptography systems arising from planar
nearrings as well as related Frobenius groups.
w xKe and Wang 8 investigated the Frobenius groups having kernels of
order 64 since 64 is the smallest possible order for a nonabelian kernel to
 w x. exist cf. Adams 1 . Among the 267 nonisomorphic groups of order 64 cf.
w x.Hall and Senior 11 , only three nonabelian ones can be the kernels of a
Frobenius group. In these three cases, only two of them yield circular
Ferrero pairs. However, both resulting circular BIBDs of these two
Ferrero pairs have block size three, i.e., they are automatically circular.
In order to get a closer investigation of circular planar nearrings, Clay
 .used computers to calculate field generated circular Ferrero pairs Z , Fp
where p is a prime, 5 F p - 100, Z is the prime field of order p, and F isp
U < <  w x w x.a multiplicative subgroup of Z with F ) 3 see 3 or 4, pp. 61]64 .p
These examples have proved to be very useful for exploring the structure
of circular planar nearrings in the following few years.
The pioneer work on characterizing circular Ferrero pairs was done by
w xModisett 12, 13 . He characterized the finite field generated circular
Ferrero pairs. Explicitly, he showed that
 .1.1 THEOREM. Let k G 4 be a positi¨ e integer. Then there is a finite set
P of prime numbers with the property:k
< < < .Let F be a finite field of characteristic p such that k F y 1 . Thus there is
 4  .a unique subgroup F F F _ 0 and F, F is a field generated Ferrero pair.k k
 .Then F, F is circular if and only if p f P .k k
This surprising result presages that circular Ferrero pairs have some
nice properties which are not shared by ordinary planar nearrings. In fact,
finite circular planar nearrings present some kind of symmetry even
 w xthough they are equipped with only one side distributive law see Ke 9 ,
w x.  .and Ke and Kiechle 10 . We will carry Theorem 1.1 farther even to
 .  .Ferrero pairs N, F with nonabelian N in Theorem 3.6 , and as a
 .corollary of Theorem 3.6 we will have the following generalized version
 .of Theorem 1.1 .
 .  .1.2 THEOREM. Let N, F be a finite Ferrero pair with cyclic F of order
 . < < <k. Then N, F is circular if and only if for any prime p such that p N it
follows that p f P .k
 .In his proof of Theorem 1.1 , Modisett calculated the resultants of the
k th cyclotomic polynomial and a series of special polynomials to obtain the
sets P . We shall use another approach to obtain the same result, andk
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 .furthermore, to find examples of circular Ferrero pairs N, F with non-
wabelian N and F, thus answering the following questions posed by Clay 4,
xProblems 5.47 and 5.48 :
 .Problem 1. Does there exist a circular Ferrero pair N, F with F
nonabelian?
 .Problem 2. Does there exist a circular Ferrero pair N, F with N
< <nonabelian and F ) 3?
Specifically, Problem 1 will be answered by the examples of nonabelian
 .groups described in the following statements to be shown in Section 4 .
 .1.3 THEOREM. Let G , 1 F i F 8, be the groups defined by generatorsi
and relations
 < 2 iq1 4 y1 y1:G s x , y x s e s y , y xy s x , 1 F i F 7,i
and
 < 7 9 y1 2:G s x , y x s e s y , y xy s x .8
 .Then there exist groups N , 1 F i F 8, such that each N , G is a circulari i i
Ferrero pair.
Note that the group G given above is of order 63. This fact, together8
  ..with the following construction to be proved after Lemma 4.1 , enables
one to give Problem 2 an affirmative answer.
 .  .1.4 THEOREM. Gi¨ en any finite circular Ferrero pair N, F such that F
has an odd order, there exists a nonabelian nilpotent group N X such that
 X .N , F is a circular Ferrero pair. In particular, for any cyclic group C of odd
 .order there exists a nonabelian nilpotent group M such that M, C is a
circular Ferrero pair.
In addition, our investigation in this paper will also show that if a
 .Ferrero pair N, F is circular, then the group F is almost cyclic. The
 .proof will be given together with that of Theorem 3.2 .
 .  .1.5 THEOREM. If N, F is a finite circular Ferrero pair, then all Sylow
p-subgroups of F are cyclic. In particular, F is metacyclic.
 .Finally, in connection with Theorem 1.5 , the following question arises
naturally to which we still have no answers yet.
Problem 3. Let F be a finite group such that all of its Sylow subgroups
are cyclic, and all of its subgroups of order a product of two distinct primes
 .are cyclic. Does there exist a finite group N such that N, F is a circular
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Ferrero pair? In other words, can one find a group N such that F is
 .  .isomorphic to a subgroup F of Aut N and N, F is a circular Ferrero
pair?
2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF FINITE CIRCULAR
FERRERO PAIRS
 . < < < < < .We recall that if N, F is a finite Ferrero pair, then F N y 1 since
in this case, N i F is a Frobenius group with kernel N and complement
w xF. By Thompson's theorem 14, Theorem 2.1, Chap. 10 , we know that N
 .is nilpotent. In particular, the center Z N of N is nonzero. Furthermore,
we will use the following theorems about Frobenius groups and the
 w  .   ..x.structure of metacyclic groups cf. 14, 12.6.15 and 12.6.17 2 .
 .2.1 THEOREM. If G is a Frobenius group with kernel M and complement
H, and P is a Sylow p-subgroup of H, then
 .i if p / 2, then P is cyclic;
 .ii if p s 2, then P is cyclic or generalized quaternion.
 .2.2 THEOREM. Let G be a finite group. If all Sylow subgroups of G are
cyclic, then G is metacyclic.
 w x.The following easy observations cf. 4 will be used without further
reference.
 .  .2.3 LEMMA. Let N, F be a circular Ferrero pair. Then:
 .  4  .i if C F F, C / id , then N, C is also a circular Ferrero pair,G
 .  4  .ii if M F N and M / 0 is F-in¨ariant, then M, F is circular.
Next, we state a basic but important fact.
 .  w  .x.  .2.4 LEMMA Clay 4, 5.4 . Let N, F be a finite Ferrero pair and
 .  .x, y, z g N. If F x s F y q z, then z s 0.
 .We remark here that Lemma 2.4 is not true in general for infinite
 :Ferrero pairs. For example, take an arbitrary field and set N s F x s
 ` i < 4 a x m an integer, a g F , the field of Loran formal power seriesism i i
 ` i < 4 Uover the field F. Now, F s 1 q  a x a g F is a subgroup of N .is1 i i
 .  .  .Thus, N, F is a Ferrero pair. However, we have F 1 q 0 s F s F 1
qx.
Note that we consider only finite Ferrero pairs in this paper. We shall
now establish our first lemma which will be very useful in the sequential
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discussion of the circularity of finite Ferrero pairs. At this point, we would
w x  w x. w xlike to refer the readers to Modisett 12 or 4, Sect. 5.3 and Ke 9 for
some similar developments.
 .  .2.5 LEMMA. Let N, F be a finite Ferrero pair and a , a , b , b g F.1 2 1 2
Define the mapping t s t N : N = N ª N = N by the rulea , a , b , b1 2 1 2
x , y ¬ a y 1 x y b y 1 y , a y 1 x y b y 1 y , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .1 1 2 2
where 1 denotes the identity mapping of N. Then t is bijecti¨ e if and only if
y1 .  .4t 0, 0 s 0, 0 .
Proof. The necessity is obvious. For the sufficiency, we first make the
following observation.
 .  .Suppose that x , y , x , y g N = N are distinct elements with x , y1 1 2 2 2 2
 .g Z N , the center of N. Let x s yx q x and y s yy q y . Then2 1 2 1
 .  .x, y / 0, 0 . We claim that
t x , y s t x , y « t x , y s 0, 0 . ) .  .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
 .  .Indeed, from t x , y s t x , y , we obtain1 1 2 2
a y 1 x y b y 1 y s a y 1 x y b y 1 y , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 a y 1 x y b y 1 y s a y 1 x y b y 1 y . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2
Therefore,
a yx q x y x q y s yx q y q b yy q y , .  .1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1
and so
a yx q x y yx q x s b yy q y y yy q y .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
 .  . .  . .because x , y g Z N . Hence a y 1 x y b y 1 y s 0. Similarly,2 2 1 1
 . .  . .  .  .a y 1 x y b y 1 y s 0, and so t x, y s 0, 0 . This proves our2 2
claim.
Now N is nilpotent, and we proceed the proof by induction on the class
n of N. Since N is finite, we only need to show that t is injective.
y1 .  .4  .So suppose that t 0, 0 s 0, 0 . If n s 1, then N s Z N and the
above observation implies that t is injective. Assume that n ) 1, and that
the result holds for nilpotent groups with class number less than n. For
 .i s 1, 2, Z N is invariant under a and b . Denote the induced automor-i i
 .phisms of NrZ N from a and b by a and b , i s 1, 2. It follows that ti i i i
Ninduces a mapping t : N = N ª N = N, and in fact, t s t . More-a , a , b , b1 2 1 2y1 .  .over, t 0, 0 s 0, 0 , and so t is injective by the induction hypothesis.
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 .  .  .  .Now let x , y , x , y g N = N such that t x , y s t x , y . Then1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .  .  .  .t x , y s t x , y where x s x q Z N and y s y q Z N . Thus,1 1 2 2 i i i i
 .  .x , y s x , y , and so x s x q x and y s y q y for some x, y g1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1
 .Z N . Now the equalities
¡ a y 1 x y b y 1 y .  .  .  .1 1 1 1
s a y 1 x q x y b y 1 y q y .  .  .  .1 1 1 1~
a y 1 x y b y 1 y .  .  .  .2 1 2 1¢s a y 1 x q x y b y 1 y q y .  .  .  .2 1 2 1
 .  . y1 .  .4mean that t x, y s 0, 0 . From t 0, 0 s 0, 0 , we conclude that
 .  .x s 0 s y, and thus x , y s x , y . Therefore t is injective. The proof1 1 2 2
is now complete.
The next theorem gives a characterization of a finite circular Ferrero
pair.
 .  .2.6 THEOREM. Let N, F be a finite Ferrero pair and let M 1 N a
nontri¨ ial F-in¨ariant normal subgroup. Then the following statements are
equi¨ alent:
 .  .i N, F is circular;
 .  .  .ii M, F and NrM, F are both circular.
 . U  4iii For any a , a , b , b g F s F _ id with a / a , b / b ,1 2 1 2 N 1 2 1 2
a / b , and a / b , the mapping t s t N , as gi¨ en in Lemma1 1 2 2 a , a , b , b1 2 1 2
 .2.5 , is bijecti¨ e.
Before we prove the theorem, we note that F, acting fixed point free on
N, induces fixed point free actions on M and N s NrM canonically cf.
w x.14, Lemma 1.3, Chap. 10 . Conversely, if F acts fixed point free on both
M and NrM, then F also acts fixed point free on N. This later statement
will be used in the sequential sections.
 .  .  .  .Proof of Theorem 2.6 . i « iii . Suppose that N, F is circular but
N U  .t s t is not bijective for some a , a , b , b g F . Then t x, ya , a , b , b 1 2 1 21 2 1 2
 .  .  .4  . s 0, 0 for some x, y g N = N _ 0, 0 by Lemma 2.5 . Thus, a y1
. .  . .  . .  . .1 x s b y 1 y and a y 1 x s b y 1 y . Let z s yy q x.1 2 2
Then we have
x s y q z , a x s b y q z , and a x s b y q z . .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
<  .   . . <  .It follows that F x l F y q z G 3. Since N, F is circular by our
 .  .  .assumption, we obtain F x s F y q z, and so z s 0 by Lemma 2.4 .
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 .  . y1Therefore, x s y / 0 and a x s b y . Since id / a b is fixed1 1 N 1 1
y1 .  .4point free, this cannot happen. Therefore, t 0, 0 s 0, 0 , and so t is
bijective.
 .  .  .iii « i . Suppose that N, F is not circular, and let a, b, c, d g N
 .  . <  . .   . . <such that F a q b / F c q d and F a q b l F c q d G 3. Thus,
there exist g , g , g , d , d , d g F, where g / g and d / d for i / j,1 2 3 1 2 3 i j i j
such that
g a q b s d c q d, g a q b s d c q d , .  .  .  .1 1 2 2
and
g a q b s d c q d. 2.1 .  .  .3 3
 .  . y1 y1By taking x s g a , y s d c , z s d y b, a s g g , a s g g , b1 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 1
y1 y1  .s d d , and b s d d , we can rewrite 2.1 as2 1 2 3 1
x s y q z ,¡
a y 1 x s b y 1 y , .  .  .  .1 1~a x s b y q z , .  . hence1 1  a y 1 x s b y 2 y . .  .  .  .2 1¢a x s b y q z ; .  .2 2
We note that a , a , b , b g FU and a / a and b / b since g / g1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 3
 .  .and d / d . Assume that a s b ; thus a x s a y q z. This implies2 3 1 1 1 1
y1 . y1 .that x s y q a z , and so z s a z . By the fixed point free property1 1
 .  .of a , we have z s 0, and so b s d. But then g a s d c , and so1 1 1
 .  .  .  .F a s F c and F a q b s F c q d, a contradiction. Therefore, we
conclude that a / b . A similar argument shows that a / b . Here, we1 1 2 2
 .  . Nthen have t x, y s 0, 0 , where t s t , contradicting the hypoth-a , a , b , b1 2 1 2
esis that t N is bijective.a , a , b , b1 2 1 2
 .  . Ui « ii . Let a , a , b , b g F be such that a / a , b / b , a /1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
XN Nb , and a / b , and set t s t and t s t . Also, denote1 2 2 a , a , b , b a , a , b , b1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
by p the canonical projection of N onto NrM s N. We note that
 .  . . X  .  ..  .t M = M : M = M and p (t x, y s t p x , p y for all x, y g N
 .  . < <= N. By Lemma 2.3 , M, F is circular. Since M - ` and t is bijective
 .  .  .by iii , we have t M = M s M = M. Suppose that N, F is not circular.
 . X X  .  ..  .Then by iii , t cannot be bijective, and so t p x , p y s 0, 0 for
  .  ..  .  .  . .some p x , p y / 0, 0 . Thus, x, y f M = M and p (t x, y s
X  .  ..  .  .t p x , p y s 0, 0 . It follows that t x, y g M = M, contradicting the
 .  .facts that t M = M s M = M and that t is bijective. Therefore, N, F
is circular as required.
 .  .  .ii « i . Assume on the contrary that N, F is not circular. Then by
 . Uiii , there exist a , a , b , b g F with a / a , b / b , a / b , and1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1
a / b such that t s t N is not bijective. According to Lemma2 2 a , a , b , b1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .2.5 , t x, y s 0, 0 for some nonzero x, y g N = N. Since M, F is
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M M <circular, t is bijective. With t s t , we concludeM= Ma , a , b , b a , a , b , b1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .   .  ..  .that x, y f M = M, and so p x , p y / 0, 0 . This leads to
X  .  ..  . .  .t p x , p y s p (t x, y s 0, 0 , contradicting the circularity of
 .  .N, F . Hence N, F is indeed circular, and the proof is complete.
 . <  . <Let N, F be a finite Ferrero pair, p a prime dividing Z N , and
  . < 4M s x g Z N px s 0 . Clearly, M is a nonzero F-invariant normal
 . . < <subgroup of N. It follows from Theorem 2.1 i that p ¦ F . Hence the
group algebra Z F is a semisimple artinian ring by Maschke's theorem,p
and so M is a direct sum of irreducible linear representations of F over
 .Z . Now, by an induction argument and Theorem 2.6 , we obtain thep
following result.
 .  .2.7 THEOREM. Let N, F be a finite Ferrero pair. Then there exists a
chain of F-in¨ariant normal subgroups 0 s N ; N ; N ; ??? ; N s N0 1 2 k
of N, such that each NrN , 1 F i F k, is a ¨ector space o¨er some finitei iy1
< <prime field Z with p ¦ F , and the canonical homomorphism F ªp ii
 .GL NrN , Z is an irreducible fixed point free representation of F.i iy1 pi
 .  .Moreo¨er, N, F is circular if and only if NrN , F is circular for all i,i iy1
i s 1, 2, . . . , k.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 1.2 . This is an easy application of Theorem 2.7
and Modisett's characterization of circular planar nearrings Theorem
 ..1.1 .
3. FIXED POINT FREE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP AND
ANOTHER CHARACTERIZATION OF FINITE CIRCULAR
FERRERO PAIRS
Now we shall investigate closely the group F of a finite circular Ferrero
 .pair N, F . We shall see that F must be metacyclic, and in fact it follows
from the following result and the fact that a Sylow subgroup of a group of
fixed point free automorphisms is either cyclic or a generalized quaternion
  ..group see Theorem 2.1 .
 .  .3.1 THEOREM. Let N, Q be a Ferrero pair, where N is any nonzeron
 .group and Q is the generalized quaternion group with n G 3. Then N, Q isn n
not circular.
 .  .Proof. Since Q F Q , in view of Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.7 , it is3 n
enough to show that any irreducible fixed point free representation of Q3
over a finite prime field Z , p / 2, yields no circular Ferrero pairs.p
Let V be a vector space over Z which is an irreducible Q -module, andp 3
the action of Q is fixed point free. We shall identify Q with the3 3
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 .corresponding subgroup of End V . Consider the group algebra A sZ p k  .Z Q . Since p / 2, A is semisimple artinian, and so A s [ M D ,p 3 n iis1 i
where D = Z are skew fields. It is well known that Q rQX s Z [ Z ,i p 3 3 2 2
and so Q has 4 one-dimensional representations over Z . Therefore,3 p
 t  ..A s Z [ Z [ Z [ Z [ [ M D . Since any finite skew field isp p p p n jjs1 j
 .commutative Wedderburn's theorem and since A is not commutative and
 .dim A s 8, we conclude that A s Z [ Z [ Z [ Z [ M Z . NowZ p p p p 2 pp
 .  .it is clear that dim V s 2, and that the subalgebra B of End VZ Zp p
 .generated by Q , being a homomorphic image of A, is equal to M Z s3 2 p
 .End V .Z p
 < 2 2 4 y1 y1:Recall that Q s a, b a s b , a s 1, bab s a . We claim that3
2 2 2  . 2b s a s y1. We have a / 1 since Q is fixed point free, and a g3
 .  .  2 .2 4 2 2Z Q : Z B s Z ; hence a s a s 1. Therefore, b s a s y1 as3 p
was claimed.
Now, consider a s b, b s a3, a s a, and b s a3b. If we can show1 1 2 2
that the mapping t s t V is not bijective, then we would havea , a , b , b1 2 1 2
 .  .shown that V, Q is not circular. So, regard t as an element of M B .3 2
Then
b y 1 a3 y 1
t s
3 /a y 1 a b y 1
 .here B acts on V from the left . It suffices to show that t is a
degenerated matrix. To this end, we shall first show that
1 3 3a y 1 b q 1 a y 1 q a b y 1 s 0. .  .  .2
Since a2 s y1 and ba s a3b, we have
1 3a y 1 b q 1 a y 1 .  .  .2
1 3 3s a b y b q a y 1 a y 1 .  .2
1 3 4 3 3s a ba y ba q a y a y a b q b y a q 1 .2
1 3 3 3s yb y a b q 1 y a y a b q b q a q 1 s ya b q 1. .2
Now, it follows that
1 0 3 3b y 1 a y 1 b y 1 a y 1s ,1 3  / /b q 1 a y 1 1 / .  . 0 02 a y 1 a b y 1
and so t is degenerated. The proof is now complete.
With this theorem and results in Section 2, we now state the following
 .result on Frobenius groups which will have Theorem 1.5 as a corollary.
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 .  .3.2 THEOREM. Let F, q be an additi¨ ely written Frobenius group with
Frobenius kernel M and let H be a complement of M. For m g M and h g H
h H  k < 4we set m s yh q m q h and m s m k g H . Suppose that for all
< H .  H . <a, b, c, d g M, the relation a q b l c q d G 3 implies that b s d.
Then all Sylow p-subgroups of H are cyclic.
 .  .  .Proof of Theorems 3.2 and 1.5 . In view of Lemma 2.3 and Theorem
 . .  .  .2.1 i , ii , the above theorem yields Theorem 3.2 , and this together with
 .  .Theorem 2.2 in turn implies Theorem 1.5 .
We shall explore more of the structure of F, which will then lead to
examples we promised. First of all, we can express F in terms of genera-
 w x.tors and relations cf. 14, 12.6.17 .
 .3.3 PROPOSITION. Let F be a finite group with identity e. Then the
following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .i All Sylow subgroups of F are cyclic;
 .ii F has generators and relations,
 < m n y1 r:F s x , y x s e s y , y xy s x , 3.1 .
 .  . n  .where m, n s 1 s m, r y 1 and r ' 1 mod m .
 :Next, we study the representations of F over finite fields. Let F s x, y
 .be a group satisfying 3.1 . We denote by k the order of r in the
multiplicative group of Z s ZrmZ where Z is the ring of integers.m
Clearly n s kt for some natural number t. Given a representation
 .  .c : F ª GL V, F of a group F, for brevity we shall write g¨ for c g ¨
where g g F and ¨ g V.
 .3.4 LEMMA. Let F be a finite group gi¨ en by generators and relations in
 .  .3.1 and let c : F ª GL V, F be a faithful irreducible representation, where
 .F contains a primiti¨ e tm th root of unity. Then there are a primiti¨ e mth root
of unity l, a primiti¨ e tth root of unity m, and a basis ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ of V0 1 ky1
such that
x¨ s lr i¨ for all i s 0, 1, . . . , k y 1,i i
y¨ s ¨ for all i s 0, 1, . . . , k y 2 and y¨ s m¨ .i iq1 ky1 0
k  . k kProof. Since r ' 1 mod m , y x s xy . Taking into account that
  .  ..  k .o x , o y s 1, we conclude that o xy s mt and the subgroup of F
generated by z s xy k contains both x and y k. Since F contains a primitive
 .tm th root of unity, V contains a nonzero vector ¨ such that z¨ s n ¨0 0 0
k  : kfor some n g F. It follows from x, y g z that x¨ s l¨ and y ¨ s0 0 0
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m  k . t m tm¨ for some l, m g F. As x s e s y , we have l s 1 s m . Let0
¨ s y i¨ for i s 0, 1, . . . , k y 1. Clearly, y¨ s ¨ for all i s 0, 1, . . . , ki 0 i iq1
y 2, and y¨ s y k ¨ s m¨ . Moreover,ky1 0 0
x¨ s xy i¨ s y i yyi xy i ¨ s y i x r i¨ s lr iy i¨ s lr i¨ 3.2 . .i 0 0 0 0 i
 :for i s 0, 1, . . . , k y 1. Let W s ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ be the linear span of0 1 ky1
 .¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ . Then W is a F-invariant subspace of V by 3.2 , and so0 1 ky1
W s V since V is irreducible. It remains to show that l and m are
respectively primitive mth and t th roots of unity, and that ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨0 1 ky1
are linearly independent.
Suppose that ls s 1 where 0 - s - m. Then x s¨ s lsr i¨ s ¨ for alli i i
i s 0, 1, . . . , k y 1, contradicting the faithfulness of the representation.
Therefore l is indeed a primitive mth root of unity. Consequently,
lr
i
/ lr
j
for all 0 F i / j F k y 1; hence the vectors ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ cor-0 1 ky1
respond to distinct eigenvalues of x, and so they are linearly independent
over F. Similarly, if ms s 1 for some 0 - s - t, then
y k s¨ s y k s y i¨ s y i y k s¨ s y ims¨ s ¨i 0 0 0 i
for all i s 0, 1, . . . , k y 1, contradicting the faithfulness of the representa-
tion. Therefore, m is a t th root of unity. The proof is now complete.
 .  .3.5 Remark. Let F be a finite group, let c : F ª GL V, F be a
representation of F, and let K be the algebraic closure of the field F.
 .Denote by C the induced representation of F on K m V rK. Then c isF
fixed point free if and only if C is fixed point free. Clearly c is fixed point
free if and only if g y e is an invertible linear transformation of V for all
 4  .g g F _ e . This is equivalent to id m g y e s id m g y id m e be-K K K
ing an invertible linear transformation of K m V. Equivalently, this meansF
 .that C is fixed point free. Similarly, using Theorem 2.6 , one sees that c
is circular if and only if C is circular.
We are ready to write down another characterization of finite circular
  .  ..Ferrero pairs cf. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 .
 .3.6 THEOREM. Let F be a finite group gi¨ en by generators and relations
 .  .in 3.1 . Suppose that there exists a finite circular Ferrero pair N, F . Then
there exists a finite set P of prime numbers such that gi¨ en a prime numberF
p, all faithful irreducible representations of F o¨er Z are circular if and onlyp
if p f P .F
 .Proof. According to Theorem 2.7 there exists a circular irreducible
 .representation a : F ª GL V, F where F s Z is a finite prime field andp
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 .V is a finite dimensional vector space over F. Applying Remark 3.5 , we
 .reduce the consideration to the case when F contains a primitive tm th
 .root of unity. By Lemma 3.4 we can identify x and y with the following
 .matrices in GL F :k
0 1 0 ??? 0
l 0 ??? 0
0 0 1 ??? 0r0 l ??? 0 . . . . .. . . . .. . . .A l s , B m s . .  . . . . . .. . . .. . . . 0 0 0 0 ??? 1ky 1  0r0 0 ??? l m 0 0 ??? 0
3.3 .
 .Let z be a primitive tm th root of unity over Q, the rational number
X X w xfield, and let m and l be primitive mth and t th roots of unity in Q z ,
 X .  X .  w x.respectively. Consider matrices A l , B m g GL Z z , where Z isk
the ring of integers. It is clear there exists a group homomorphism
  X.  X.:  w x.  .  X .  .b : F ª A l , B m : GL Z z such that b x s A l and b y sk
 X. w xB m ; and there exists a ring homomorphism s : Z z ª F such that
 X.  X.s m s m and t l s l. The homomorphism s defines the ring homo-
 w x.  .   X..  .morphism T : M Z z ª M F such that T A l s A l andk k
  X..  .T B m s B m . Clearly, Tb s a . Since a is a monomorphism, so b is a
 .monomorphism, also. As a is circular, it follows from Theorem 2.6 that
  X.  X.:det t / 0 for all a , b g A l , B m and a / a , b / b ,a , a , b , b i j 1 2 1 21 2 1 2
a y 1 a y 11 2a / b , and a / b , where t s . Therefore the1 1 2 2 a , a , b , b  /b y 1 b y 11 2 1 2 1 2
norms of the determinates of all the mappings t are all nonzero.a , a , b , b1 2 1 2
Denote by N the set of all such norms. Since each t belongs toF a , a , b , b1 2 1 2
 w x.M Z z , N : Z. Let P be the set of all primes dividing elements in2 k F F
N . The argument given above shows that over any field FX containing aF
 .  .primitive tm th root of unity, the representation given by 3.3 is circular
Xif char F f P .F
 .  .  .3.7 Remark. 1 The existence of a finite circular Ferrero pair N, F
 .assumed in Theorem 3.6 is to make sure that zero will not be in the set
N . If we have calculated N without the knowledge of the existence ofF F
 .any finite circular Ferrero pair N, F , then either 0 g N or 0 f N . InF F
 . the first case, no Ferrero pairs N, F can be circular hence P is theF
.whole set of prime numbers , while in the second case, there exist some
 .  .circular Ferrero pairs N, F hence P is a finite set of prime numbers .F
 .2 When F is cyclic, the set P is exactly the set P in Modisett'sF k
< <setting, where F s k.
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4. CONSTRUCTIONS OF EXAMPLES
 .We note that Theorem 3.6 in the previous section does not guarantee
 .the existence of finite circular Ferrero pairs N, F with nonabelian F.
However, if there exist such circular Ferrero pairs, we can use them as the
 X X.building blocks to construct circular Ferrero pairs N , F with nonabelian
N X. We point out here that Clay has given an interesting construction
w  .xmethod for nonabelian groups in 4, 4.21 which has much similarity with
our construction. He used his method to obtain a class of Ferrero pairs
 w  .xalso see 4, 4.22 .
 .  .  .4.1 LEMMA. Let a : F ª GL U, F , b : F ª GL V, F , and
 .g : F ª GL W, F be three representations of a group F. Define
 .  . .  .  .t : F ª GL V m W, F by the rule t g ¨ m w s g¨ m gw for allF
¨ g V and w g W. Then t is also a representation of F. Moreo¨er, let p :
 .  .V m W ª U be a linear mapping such that p gx s gp x for all x g V mF
W. Set H s U = V = W and define the a binary operation q on H ¨ia
u , ¨ , w q x , y , z s u q x q p ¨ m z , ¨ q y , w q z , .  .  . .
for all u, x g U, ¨ , y g V, and w, z g W. Then:
 .i H is a group;
 .ii H is abelian if , and only if , p s 0;
 .  .  . .  .iii the mapping s : F ª Aut H gi¨ en by s g u, ¨ , w s gu, g¨ , gw
for all u g U, ¨ g V, w g W, and g g F is a group homomorphism from F
 .into Aut H ;
 .  .iv the ordered pair H, F is a circular Ferrero pair if and only if
 .  .  .U, F , V, F , and W, F are circular Ferrero pairs.
 .  .  .  .Proof. i Let u, ¨ , w , x, y, z , a, b, c g H. We have that
u , ¨ , w q x , y , z q a, b , c .  .  .
s u q x q p ¨ m z , ¨ q y , w q z q a, b , c .  . .
s u q x q p ¨ m z q a q p ¨ q y m c , .  . .
¨ q y q b , w q z q c.
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s u q x q p ¨ m z q a q p ¨ m c q p y m c , .  .  .
¨ q y q b , w q z q c.
and
u , ¨ , w q x , y , z q a, b , c .  .  .
s u , ¨ , w q x q a q p y m c , y q b , z q c .  . .
s u q x q a q p y m c q p ¨ m z q c , ¨ q y q b , w q z q c .  . . .
s u q x q p ¨ m z q a q p ¨ m c q p y m c , .  .  .
¨ q y q b , w q z q c ;.
 .thus, q is associative. It is easy to see that 0, 0, 0 is the identity element
 .  .   . .  .of H, q . Finally, u, ¨ , w q yu q p ¨ m w , y¨ , yw s 0, 0, 0 .
Hence H is a group.
 .ii For all ¨ g V and w g W, we have
0, ¨ , 0 q 0, 0, w s p ¨ m w , ¨ , w .  .  . .
and
0, 0, w q 0, ¨ , 0 s 0, ¨ , w . .  .  .
 .Therefore H is abelian if and only if p V m W s 0, i.e., if and only if
p s 0.
 .  .  .iii Let u, ¨ , w , x, y, z g H. We have
g u , ¨ , w q x , y , z s s g u q x q p ¨ m z , ¨ q y , w q z .  .  .  . .
s gu q gx q gp ¨ m z , g¨ q gy , gw q gz . .
s gu q gx q p g ¨ m z , g¨ q gy , gw q gz . . .
s gu q gx q p g¨ m gz , g¨ q gy , gw q gz .  . . .
s gu , g¨ , gw q gx , gy , gz .  .
s s g u , ¨ , w q s g x , y , z .  .  .  .
 .which proves iii .
 .iv We note that U and U [ V are both normal F-invariant sub-
 .groups of H and Hr U [ V ( W; hence the result follows from Theo-
 .rem 2.7 . This completes the proof.
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 .  .Proof of Theorem 1.4 . Let N, F be a finite circular Ferrero pair
< <  .where F is odd. According to Theorem 2.7 there exists a circular
 .irreducible representation a : F ª GL V, F for some finite prime field
F s Z and finite dimensional vector space over F. Since F acts on V as ap
< <fixed point free automorphism group, p does not divide F . By Remark
 .  .3.5 , we may assume that F contains a primitive tm th root of unity; and
 .using Theorem 3.6 , we may assume that all faithful irreducible represen-
tations of F over F are circular. We consider two cases.
 .i F is cyclic. In this case, V is a one dimensional vector space over
 . UF, and we can identify V with F; thus, GL F, F ( F , the multiplicative
group of F. Let b : F ª FU and g : F ª FU be given by
y1 2
b x s a x and g x s a x for all x g F . .  .  .  .
 .  .  .Since the order of F is odd, we have g F s a F s b F . It follows
 .from Theorem 2.6 that b and g are circular representations. Therefore,
 . .  .  .t : F ª F m F by t g ¨ m w s b g m g g for all ¨ , w g F is aF
 .representation by Lemma 4.1 .
One can easily check that the mapping p : F m F ª F given byF
 .  .  .p ¨ m w s ¨w satisfies p gx s gp x for all x g F m F and g g F.F
 .  .Therefore, the ordered pair pair H, F as defined in Lemma 4.1 is a
circular Ferrero pair.
 .  .ii F is not cyclic. According to Theorem 3.6 , we can assume that
char F f P and lose no generality. In this case, F satisfies the conditionsF
 .  .of Lemma 3.4 by Theorem 1.5 . Let x, y, l, m, V, F, and ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨0 1 ky1
 .  .be as in Lemma 3.4 . Using the notations of the proof of Theorem 3.6 ,
 .  .we define two representations b : F ª GL V, F and g : F ª GL V, F
with
b x s A ly1 , b y s B my1 .  .  .  .
and
g x s A l2 , g y s B m2 . .  .  .  .
Then it can be easily checked that b and g are both faithful irreducible
representations. Therefore they are circular.
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Consider now the subspace W of V m V generated by ¨ m ¨ , i sF i i
1, 2, . . . , k y 1. Then we have
x ¨ m ¨ s b x ¨ m g x ¨ s lyi ¨ m l2 i¨ s li ¨ m ¨ , .  .  .  . .  .i i i i i i i i
y ¨ m ¨ s b y ¨ m g y ¨ s ¨ m ¨ .  .  . .i i i i iq1 iq1
for all i - k y 1, and
y ¨ m ¨ s my1 ¨ m m2 ¨ s m ¨ m ¨ . .  . .  .ky1 ky1 1 1 1 1
< <Since p s char F does not divide F , every representation of F is com-
pletely reducible by Maschke's theorem. Therefore there exists a projec-
tion p X: V m V ª W such that p X g s gp X for all g g F. Clearly, W and V
are isomorphic as F-modules, and so there is a linear mapping
 .p : V m V ª V such that p W s V. The proof is completed by an
 .application of Lemma 4.1 .
At this moment, what we need to finish the task is to find some finite
 .circular Ferrero pairs N, F with nonabelian F. Thus, we shall now tackle
 . 1Theorem 1.3 by using ``GAP,'' a powerful program for computing
 .abstract objects to search for circular N, F with nonabelian F. Some
observations, however, will save the computing time.
 . ULet F, c , F, k, and t be as given in Lemma 3.4 . For a , b , g , d g F
such that a / b , g / d , a / g , and b / d , the mapping t froma , b , g , d
V = V to V = V is bijective if and only if the matrix
a y I g y I
A s  /b y I d y I
is invertible, where I is the dim V = dim V identity matrix over F. Now,
since
I 0 a y I g y I a y I g y Is ,y1  / / / b y I d y Iy a y I b y I I .  . 0 v
 .  . .y1 .where v s d y I y g y I a y I b y I , we see that A is invert-
ible if and only if v is invertible, i.e., if and only if the norm of v is
nonzero.
1 One may obtain GAP via anonymous ftp from samson.math.rwth-aachen.de internet
.number 137.226.152.6 under the directory rpubrgapr.
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Further restrictions may be put on a for the groups G , 1 F i F 8 ini
 .  .Theorem 1.3 . Denote by H the cyclic subgroup of G of order 4 ? 2 i q 1 ,i i
1 F i F 7, and by H F G the cyclic subgroup of order 21. Thus, P =8 8 G i
P s P for 1 F i F 7 and P = P . This means that we mayH 2 ?2 iq1. G 21i 8
 4consider a , b , g , d ­ H . By a rearrangement of the rows and columns ofi
A, we may assume that a f H .i
s t  4  4Let a s x y g G _ H where s g 1, 2, . . . , m and t g 1, 2, . . . , n . Ifi i
 :1 F i F 7, then t is odd. Thus by setting z s a , we have G s x, z andi
y1 y1 z xz s x . That is to say, by replacing y by z but still use the notation
.y , we may take a s y for our computation.
s 3 jqt  4For G , we may assume a s x y for some s g 1, 2, . . . , m , j g Z,8
 4 s 3 jq1  :and t g 1, 2 . If a s x y , then by taking z s a we have x, z s G8
y1 2 s 3 jq2  sX 3 jXq1 .2 Xand z xz s x ; if a s x y , then a s x y for some s g
 4 X sX 3 jXq1  :1, 2, . . . , m , j g Z, and so when we set z s x y , then x, z s G ,8
y1 2 2 z xz s x , and a s z . Therefore, by replacing y with z but keeping the
.  24symbol y , we can assume a g y, y .
 .  . .y1 .Now, for any 1 F s F n, v s d y I y g y I a y I b y I and
y s ys s  .v s y v y has the same norm. Since a is y for G , . . . , G or is one1 7
2  . y s  y s .  y s .of y and y for G , we see that v s d y I y g y I a y8
.y1 y s .I b y I , and so we may take b to be the representatives of the
 :conjugacy classes of G with respect to y .i
The results of the program are quite pleasant. First of all, let N s Z [p
 .  .Z . It says that when N, G is a Ferrero pair, then N, G is circularp 1 1
 4 3  .unless p g 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 . In particular, since 7 ' 1 mod 19 , we see
7 0 0 1  .:  .that if N s Z [ Z and F s , , then N, F is a circular /19 19 0 11 y1 0
< <Ferrero pair with F nonabelian and F s 12. Similarly, each P , 2 F iG i
 .F 7 is finite, and one can find circular Ferrero pairs N, F with F
< <nonabelian and F s 8 i q 4.
Finally, the calculation of the program shows that P is also finite. InG8
7  . 3particular, by taking p s 1597, then 184 ' 1 mod p and 222 ' 1
 .mod p ; hence for
184 0 0 0 1 0
F s ,0 1150 0 0 0 1 ; /  /0 0 319 222 0 0
 .we have that Z [ Z [ Z , F is a circular Ferrero pair with F1597 1597 1597
nonabelian of order 63.
 .This proves 1.3 .
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Now, we record the program.
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The last statement of the program first prints the value ``k s 2 i q 1'' for
1 F i F 7 and then the list of exceptional primes note that one needs to
include those primes in Modisett's P to obtain the complete set P .2 k G i
Here are the lists obtained by the program.
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Now, here is the list of the exceptional primes given by the GAP
program for the group G of order 63. Again, one needs to include8
Modisett's P to obtain the complete list P .21 G8
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